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Abstract: A corneal perforation is a potentially visually devastating condition. Prompt closure or sealing of the 

perforation is crucial to prevent loss of vision as well as to maintain the integrity of the eyeball. The 

management of corneal perforations can be quite challenging. We report A 77-year-old male presented with 

Repeated red eye in the right eye for two years complicated By Preperforative corneal descemetocele dating 

back two months before his admission of corneal perforation of herpetic origin. Therapeutic penetrating 

keratoplasty was not possible because of the unavailability of corneal tissue so the patient underwent 

autologous corneal patch grafting.  There was gradual adherence and uptake of the corneal tissue into the 

surrounding cornea along with significant clearing over the next few months the examination at 2 months 

showed a BCVA of 2/10 with a quiet eye and a temporal corneal opacity. The current case shows that in the 

absence of corneal tissue and in selective emergency situations, an autologous corneal patch graft can be 

considered as a viable alternative in the treatment of full-thickness corneal perforations. 
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I. Introduction 
A corneal perforation is a potentially visually devastating condition. Prompt closure or sealing of the 

perforation is crucial to prevent loss of vision as well as to maintain the integrity of the eyeball. The 

management of corneal perforations can be quite challenging. Various modalities helpful in such scenarios are 

cyanoacrylate glue, amniotic membrane transplantation, conjunctival pedicle and therapeutic keratoplasty (16). 

However, lack of corneal tissue poses a big challenge in the management of this condition when other 

modalities fail. A corneal graft can be a globe-saving procedure in selected cases. Here, we report a case of 

corneal perforation managed successfully with an autologous lamellar corneal graft. (18) 

 

II. Case Report  
A 77-year-old male presented with Repeated red eye in the right eye for two years complicated By 

Preperforative corneal descemetocele dating back two months before his admission of corneal perforation of 

herpetic origin. 

On presentation, visual acuity was finger counting very closely With a remarkably soft eye.Slit-lamp 

examination revealed a large, vascularized corneal opacity involving the inferotemporal cornea with a paraxial  

perforation of  1.5x 1.5  mm and a shallow anterior chamber (Fig1).  

There was no evidence of infection. Seidel test was positive. With opalescent lens. 

Therapeutic penetrating keratoplasty was not possible because of the unavailability of corneal tissue so 

the patient underwent autologous corneal patch grafting. A partial thickness corneal patch measuring 2 mmm x 

2 mm was harvested with the help of crescent blade from the superotemporal quadrant of right eye. Anterior 

chamber was formed with viscoelastic injected from a side port. The recipient bed around the perforation was 

freshened up and the graft was sutured over the site of the perforation with multiple 10-0 nylon sutures. The 

anterior chamber was irrigated gently to remove the injected viscoelastic and an air bubble was injected.  
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Figure 1: Right Eye-Corneal perforation with iris prolapse and a shallow anterior chamber 

 

Postoperative treatment comprised oral and topical ciprofloxacin four times daily along in combination with 

Tablets antiviral and Cycloplegics atropine 1% eye drops to reduce pain and prevent synechiae Examination on 

the next day revealed (fig 2), Graft in place with no evidence of a leak and a well reformed anterior chamber 

 

 
Figure 2: Immediate post-operative corneal patch graft- Graft in place with no evidence of a leak and a weel 

reformed anterior chamber 
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There was gradual adherence and uptake of the corneal tissue into the surrounding cornea along with 

significant clearing over the next few months  

The examination at 2 months showed a BCVA of 2/10 with a quiet eye and a temporal corneal opacity 

(Fig. 3). The anterior chamber was quiet. Examination of the lens showed nuclear cataract and pigment deposits 

on the anterior capsule. A band of iris tissue was seen extending posterolaterally from 2 to 4 o’clock within the 

lens substance (Fig.3). The patient was satisfied with the visual outcome and did not want any further surgical 

intervention at the time. 

 

 
Figure 3: 4 months post -surgery - Graft in place, anterior chamber well reformed with nuclear cataract 

 

III. Discussion  
Corneal patch graft has been advocated as the surgical procedure to treat variety of anterior segment 

pathologies. It involves patching the affected area with full thickness or partial thickness corneal donor tissue. 

The aim is to restore globe integrity and prevent further inflammation that could lead to devastating 

complications such as endophthalmitis. Cornea perforation and melting can occur in infectious keratitis, 

autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, ocular trauma and ocular surface disorder. (10) 

Corneal ulceration leading to perforation is the end result of many different infectious and non in- 

fectious destructive conditions of the cornea. Al- though its prevalence is relatively low in the general 

ophthalmic practice, corneal perforations are clinically important because of their high ocular morbidity. The 

prompt recognition and treatment of these difficult and challenging disorders may preserve useful vision. (14) 

The initial event leading to corneal ulceration progressing to perforation begins with the breakdown of 

the corneal epithelial surface. Factors leading to the breakdown of the epithelial surface include infections, 

xerosis, trauma, and chemical injuries.  

Herpes simplex keratitis frequently leads to corneal perforation. Recurrent disease leading to a chronic 

ulcerative keratitis predisposes the eye to a corneal perforation. Persistent epithelial defects may be the result of 

trophic (sterile) ulceration or active viral stromal necrosis. (1-2) 

The primary goal in the management of corneal ulceration is to prevent progression of the condition to 

a descemetocele with perforation and to promote healing with reepithelialization.(18) Persistent corneal 

ulceration not responsive to medical treatment, including appropriate antibiotics and therapeutic hydrophilic soft 

contact lenses or tarsorrhaphy, requires more aggressive therapy. 

Over the past 20 years the prognosis for corneal perforations has improved with advances in micro- 

surgical technique, refinements in corneal grafting and the introduction of tissue adhesives. Improved medical 

management, including the recognition of systemic diseases and their role in the dry eye syndrome, has also 

contributed to a reduction in the complications associated with this disorder. Newer antimicrobial agents and 

potent immunosuppressives are routinely used to promote healing and prevent further tissue destruction. (9) 

Various types of autologous and donor tissue have been used in the management of corneal 

perforations. The first reported case utilizing autologous tissue to close a corneal perforation was by Larsson in 

1948(1) 

Conjunctival recouvrement was the most used technique, because it is easy to perform and allows to 

obtain a good quality ocular surface. However, this technique is not very suitable in corneal perforations 
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complicating corneal infections since suppuration persists under the conjunctiva. In infectious or inflammatory 

processes, conjunctival recovery is sometimes the only treatment which reduces inflammation by providing anti-

inflammatory cells and substances anti-collagenolytic(7). This technique requires the use of keratoplasty in a 

second step to restore corneal transparency. 

Cyanoacrylate glue is indicated in the perforations with small size amniotic membrane grafting is a 

simple and straight forward surgical technique which has demonstrated its effectiveness efficiency in repairing 

corneal perforations in several studies and should form part of the therapeutic arsenal for the treatment of ocular 

surface disease.(21) 

The therapeutic effect of the amniotic membrane (20) is due to its double synergistic action by 

suppressing the mediators of inflammation and promoting an EPITHELIALIZATION OF the corneal surface 

with good functional and anatomical recovery thus allowing to prepare a subsequent keratoplasty if necessary 

Although use of a scleral graft to close a scleral defect is well documented, reports of its use to close 

corneal perforations are rare. Levartovsky et al. used a homologous scleral graft to close a corneal perforation in 

a child. Larsson used autologous sclera with conjunctival flap to close a corneal perforation secondary to 

lagophthalmos keratitis(12). Stilma used autologous scleral grafts in the management of corneal perforations 

associated with Mooren’s ulcer. Prydal reported a case of successful closure of a traumatic corneal perforation 

with an autologous lamellar scleral graft(13) 

The autologous corneal patch is used in patients WITH PERIPHERAL perforations less than 3 mm in 

diameter when other techniques prove impossible to perform.(5) However, when the origin of the perforation is 

immunological, the risk of failure is significant. It is therefore non indicated in case of immune keratitis to use 

the autologous corneal patch due to the strong may cause corneal necrosis of the graft.  

In the case described here, the challenge was to repair a peripheral defect in the cornea with minimal 

disturbance to axial tissue 

The advantages of corneal patch graft compared to others is that: it is translucent, less chances of graft 

melting and conjunctiva retraction. It can provide good tectonic support for the ocular wall as the tissue has 

good strength and rigidity(6).  

 

IV. Conclusion 

The current case shows that in the absence of corneal tissue and in selective emergency situations, an 

autologous corneal patch graft can be considered as a viable alternative in the treatment of full-thickness 

corneal perforations. 
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